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Review Comments on FDA Draft Guidance “Use of Electronic 
Health Record Data in Clinical Investigations”, May 2016 

Study Planning 
Using EHRs obviously has great advantages, but there will also be very important 
responsibilities on entities using these types of records.  Although relevant to any study, they 
become even more crucial with regard to EHRs.  In our opinion, these include the following: 

• Requirement for adequate explanation in the Informed Consent, especially regarding the 
possibility of data breeches and who may gain access; 

• Requirement for adequate training of personnel so they understand data flow and the 
entire process; 

• Requirement for proper identification of any data “originator(s)”; 
• Requirement that there is an adequate system in place to ensure reliability and integrity 

of data, in particular with regard to software updates (and how they may affect the 
system) and the ability to retrieve data. 

Key Sections and Comments 
• Lines 66-68: Scope includes foreign studies not under a US IND, but that are used in 

support of an IND application. 
• Lines 93-95: Sponsors are responsible for assessing the validity, reliability, and integrity 

of any data used to support a marketing application for a medical product. 
• Lines 136-139: With regard to interoperable technology, those having access must be 

described in the informed consent. 
• Line 151:  We believe this is an important point, namely that “…diverse ownership of 

electronic systems and data can necessitate appropriate collaboration between 
health care and clinical research communities”. 

• Lines 158 to 170: Very important section dealing with data origination and traceability. 
• Section VI A (Use of EHRs in Clinical Investigations):  This is an excellent sub-section of 

the guidance emphasizing the additional planning required for the adequate use of 
EHRs. In addition, pay particular attention to Line 244 and 245, and footnote #25. 

• Section VI C (Audit Trails): This section, and, in particular, lines 268 to 270 emphasize 
the importance of identifying the data originator. 

• Section VI D (Informed Consent): This section contains crucial information to be included 
in the informed consent.  A key point is that the consent must identify all entities who 
may gain access to the patient’s electronic health record. 


